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 Andy Clark and Stephen Stich

 II-Stephen Stich

 DO TRUE BELIEVERS EXIST?

 I

 Introduction: The Mouse and the Elephant. There is an old joke
 about a student in a course on comparative anatomy. For one of
 the exams, the class was required to learn about two animals: the
 mouse and the elephant. But the student had become fascinated
 with the elephant, and had little to say about the mouse.
 Unfortunately, when the exam was distributed, it focused
 almost entirely on the mouse. So the student began his essay as
 follows: 'The mouse is a small rodent. Sometimes, as it wanders
 about in the jungle it is trodden upon by an elephant. Now the
 elephant.. .'.

 I'm afraid there is more than a passing similarity between the
 student's strategy and the one I have adopted in this paper. For,
 like the student, I have become fascinated with an issue that is
 much bigger than the one I was supposed to be addressing, and
 much of what I have to say will be focused on that issue. But I
 haven't entirely neglected my assignment. So I'll start by
 offering a brief response to Clark's clever proposal-the position
 that he calls 'dog-legged realism'. Then, in Section III, I'll try to
 say how the relatively fussy and technical matters on which
 Clark and I disagree are related to some very much larger issues.
 The rest of the paper will be devoted to the elephant.

 II

 Dog-Legs and Counterfactuals. In 'Connectionism, Eliminativism
 and the Future of Folk Psychology',' Ramsey, Garon and I
 argued that certain sorts of connectionist models of belief or
 propositional memory are incompatible with the conception of
 the propositional attitudes that is embedded in commonsense

 'Ramsey, Stich & Garon (1990).
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 psychology. Our argument invoked a pair of premises. The first
 premise was the claim that commonsense psychology takes
 propositional attitudes to be 'functionally discrete, semantically
 interpretable states that play a causal role in the production of
 other propositional attitudes, and ultimately in the production
 of behavior'.2 We called this cluster of claims 'propositional
 modularity'. One of the consequences of propositional modularity
 is what, following Clark, we might call the 'principle of
 individual efficacy'. What this principle claims is that it
 typically makes sense to ask whether or not a particular belief
 played a causal role in a given cognitive episode, and that this
 question typically has a determinate answer. Suppose, for
 example, that after collecting the evidence Inspector Clouseau
 infers that the butler did it. Suppose further that Clouseau has
 long believed that the village hotel is closed for the season.
 Propositional modularity entails that it generally makes sense to
 ask whether that long-standing belief played any role in this
 particular inference, and that there is generally a determinate
 answer to this question.
 The second premise of our argument was the claim that

 connectionist models of memory, of the sort we sketch, violate
 the principle of individual efficacy. In those models, as Clark
 rightly notes, storage is 'distributed and superpositional'.3 Thus,
 we claimed, there is no way of saying which propositional
 attitudes play a role in which inferences. If this is right, then the
 connectionist models are incompatible with propositional
 modularity. And if folk psychology requires propositional
 modularity, then the models are incompatible with folk
 psychology.

 One way to challenge our argument is to deny the first
 premise. If, for example, one were to accept the sort of
 instrumentalistic account of propositional attitudes that Dennett
 often seems to endorse, then nothing that might be discovered
 about the mechanisms subserving behavior could possibly show
 that organisms do not have beliefs and desires, so long as those
 organisms behaved in the appropriate way. Another strategy for
 challenging our argument is to deny the second premise, by

 2 Ibid. p. 504.
 3Clark (this volume), Section 1.1.
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 showing how we can determine which of the propositions that a
 network encodes are causally active in a given episode, and
 which are causally inert.
 As I read him, Clark rejects both of our premises. In this

 section, where my goal is to raise some doubts about Clark's dog-
 legged realism, I'm going to focus on his rejection of the second
 premise. In the next section, when we shift our attention from
 this small squabble to some much larger issues, the disagreement
 over the first premise will be of some interest. So let me spend a
 few moments setting out what I take Clark's position on that
 premise to be. According to Clark, there are at least two
 constraints that a system must meet in order to count as a
 genuine believer. 'A true believer must (at least):

 (a) grasp the concepts which structure the belief ascriptions
 which are true of her,

 (b) enjoy a conscious mental life'.4

 It seems that Clark would also insist on one further constraint

 that must be met before a system will qualify as a true believer.
 This third constraint is what I earlier called the 'principle of
 individual efficacy'. It must be possible to assign causal potency
 to individual beliefs-to say that a particular belief is or is not a
 cause of a given bit of behavior. In imposing this last constraint,
 Clark is endorsing one of the consequences of the propositional
 modularity thesis that Ramsey, Garon and I defended, though
 he does not accept the propositional modularity principle itself.
 So here's the score card: Ramsey, Garon and I claim that
 commonsense psychology is committed to propositional modu-
 larity, and thus to individual efficacy. Clark accepts individual
 efficacy, rejects propositional modularity, and proposes two
 additional constraints that a 'true believer' must meet. Plainly,
 there is a lot of disagreement about what commonsense
 psychology is committed to.

 Let's focus, now, on the second premise of the argument that
 Ramsey, Garon and I put forward. According to that premise, a
 certain family of connectionist models of memory violate the
 principle of individual efficacy. Clark is not convinced of this.

 Ibid., Section 2.
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 Indeed, he claims there is a fairly straightforward way to assign
 causal efficacy to individual beliefs, even in networks where the
 storage is distributed, superpositional, and 'inextricably mushy'.5
 On Clark's view, there is no need to locate some functionally
 distinct state of the network which either is or is not causally
 implicated in the episode in question. Rather, he urges, we can
 assign causal efficacy to individual beliefs by attending to the
 appropriate counterfactuals. The beliefs that are causally
 efficacious in producing a given action are the ones that satisfy
 the following counterfactual:

 If the agent hadn't had the belief, then she wouldn't have
 performed the action.

 So, for example, suppose that I see a car crash, and dial 999.
 Common sense says that my belief that there has been a crash
 caused my action, and that my belief that cats have fur did not.
 On Clark's view, this commonsense account is sustained by the
 relevant counterfactuals.

 If I hadn't seen the crash, I wouldn't have dialled 999.

 is true. But

 If I hadn't believed that cats have fur I wouldn't have
 dialed 999.

 is false. Thus Clark's 'radical ascent' exploits 'a dog-legged
 maoneuvre in which first we establish that a being is an
 epistemically appropriate candidate believer, and second,
 "rounding the dog-leg" we see how to warrant the ascription of
 individual beliefs as causes via a counterfactual route'.6

 Clark's proposal is interesting and ingenious-just as one
 would expect. But I am not at all convinced that it will work. To
 see why, let me fill in a few more of the details about Clouseau.
 As Ramsey, Garon and I told the tale,

 Clouseau believes that the butler said he spent the evening
 at the village hotel, and that he said he arrived back on the
 morning train. . . . Clouseau also believes that the village
 hotel is closed for the season, and that the morning train

 SIbid.
 6 Ibid.
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 has been taken out of service. Given these beliefs, along
 with some widely shared background beliefs, Clouseau
 might well infer that the butler is lying.7

 Suppose he does draw this inference. Which of his beliefs are
 causally implicated? Common sense, it seems, allows for three
 distinct possibilities. It might be that, although he has long
 believed that the hotel is closed for the season, this belief played
 no role. The belief about the train was more salient, and it was
 that belief that led to Clouseau's inference. A second possibility
 runs just the other way around. The hotel belief was the salient
 one, and the train belief was inert. The third possibility is that
 both beliefs played a role. However, it doesn't seem that Clark's
 counterfactual story will enable us to give a satisfactory account
 of these possibilities. To see this, suppose the first alternative is
 correct. The train belief is the causally efficacious one and the
 hotel belief is causally inert. Is it the case that if Clouseau had
 not had the train belief, he would not have drawn the inference?
 Perhaps. But perhaps not. For if he had not had the train belief,
 the less salient hotel belief might well have been recovered from
 long term memory and pressed into service. And in this case
 Clark's counterfactual is false, though the causal claim it is
 supposed to unpack would be true. It is important to see that
 there is nothing particularly exotic about this example. It is often
 the case that a person has lots of quite different beliefs which
 might lead to a particular conclusion. Also, it is often the case
 that a person has lots of quite different belief/desire pairs that
 might lead to a particular decision or action. In these cases, the
 conclusion or the decision is over-determined-if one belief doesn't

 cause it, another one will. And counterfactual accounts of
 causation of the sort Clark suggests just don't work very well
 when the event being caused is over-determined.

 III

 Commonsense Psychology and the Argument for Eliminativism: From the
 Mouse to the Elephant. A substantial part of Clark's paper is
 devoted to describing some of the constraints on genuine
 believers that he takes to be endorsed by commonsense

 7 Ramsey, Stich & Goran (1990), p. 506.
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 psychology. As we saw earlier, the account he offers differs
 substantially from the one that Ramsey, Garon and I gave. The
 disagreement is one in which Clark sees both 'excitement' and
 'urgency'. And he is quite clear on what he takes to be the source
 of all this excitement. To some people, 'it looks . .. as if science
 may be about to tell us that we are not believers after all'." This,
 of course, is the view espoused by eliminativists, and, Clark
 suggests, it is the specter of eliminativism that makes it so urgent
 to determine the criteria that genuine believers must satisfy.
 Regarded as a bit of sociology, there is little to quarrel with here.
 For the better part of a decade, the eliminativist challenge has
 motivated a great deal of work in the philosophy of psychology
 and the philosophy of mind, and many people working in the
 area have assumed that getting clear on what commonsense
 psychology says about beliefs and other propositional attitudes
 is an essential step in evaluating that challenge.
 Until recently, I shared this assumption. Indeed, like many

 others, I took it to be obvious. But during the last year or two,
 I've become increasingly skeptical. My qualms began with the
 observation that there is a weak spot in the usual arguments
 from premises about commonsense psychology to pro-elimin-
 ativist conclusions. The more I tried to patch up this weak spot,
 the bigger it got. As I now see the matter, it is very unlikely that
 anything we could learn about commonsense psychology will be
 of much use in defending eliminativism. I've also begun to
 suspect that there is something intrinsically problematic about
 the eliminativist's doctrine. It's not that I think eliminativism is

 false. The problem runs deeper than that. On my current view,
 it's very likely that the eliminativist's thesis is neither true nor
 false, because it has no determinate truth conditions. In the
 argument for this view sketched in the following section, I'll
 need to rely on an empirical premise that I can't defend in
 detail. But even if the premise is false, things don't look good for
 the eliminativist. For, if his thesis is not indeterminate in the way
 I suspect, then it is very likely to be profoundly uninteresting.
 This last claim will be the topic of Section 5. If all of this strikes
 you as a bit wild, you're not alone. I have the same reaction.
 Still, it seems to me that this is where the arguments lead. Since

 8Clark (this volume), Introduction.
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 space is very limited, I'm afraid that in much of what follows I'll
 be painting with a very broad brush, and leaving out lots of
 details. I only wish I could blame all the gaps in my argument on
 the shortage of space!
 Let me start by trying to get a bit clearer about what

 eliminativism is, and about why the commitments ofcommonsense
 psychology are widely thought to be essential in evaluating the
 doctrine. As I understand it, eliminativism is an ontological thesis.
 It claims that there are no such things as beliefs and desires, just
 as there are no such things as witches, or phlogiston or caloric.
 Alternatively, if it rankles to talk about beliefs and desires as
 entities, we can construe eliminativism as claiming that there
 are no such things as believers, ordesirers because predicates of the
 form ' believes that p' and '_ desires that q' are never
 true of anyone. Viewed this way, what the eliminativist is
 claiming is that the extensions of these predicates are empty.
 For present purposes, that's all I'll have to say by way of

 unpacking the eliminativist's thesis. Let's now ask how common-
 sense psychology gets into the picture. Though there are some
 noteworthy exceptions,' it is typically the case that both
 eliminativists and their opponents assume that beliefs and other
 propositional attitudes can be viewed as theoretical entities,
 posited by a commonsense psychological theory that we rely on
 when we predict and explain each other's behavior. A slightly
 more cautious assumption is that predicates like '_ believes
 that p' and ' desires that q' are theoretical predicates of
 commonsense psychology. When defending their view, elimin-
 ativists spend most of their energy attacking commonsense
 psychology. The attacks can come from a variety of directions.
 Sometimes critics contend that commonsense psychology is
 metaphysically or methodologically flawed, because it invokes
 semantic notions that have no place in our developing
 physicalistic picture of the universe. Sometimes the claim is that
 commonsense psychology is (or will soon be seen to be)
 empirically inadequate, because some very different (and very
 much better) empirical theory can explain most of what
 commonsense psychology can explain, and a lot of other things
 as well. Either way, the bottom line is supposed to be that
 9 See, for example, Gordon (1986) and Goldman (1989). For a critique see Stich &

 Nichols (in preparation).
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 commonsense psychology is afalse theory, and notjust in detail.
 Opponents of eliminativism have been quick to take up the
 challenge. From an empirical perspective, they argue, folk
 psychology is actually an enormously impressive theory, and
 none of the putative competitors can come close to it in
 predicative power. On the metaphysical front they try to show
 how semantic notions can be integrated into a physicalistic view
 of the world. Obviously, once one has plunged into this debate,
 it is going to be of crucial importance to determine just what
 commonsense psychology claims. For we could hardly hope to
 show that a theory is false (or to show that it is true) unless we
 have a reasonably accurate account of what the theory says. If
 our real concern is eliminativism, however, then I suspect we
 should resist taking the plunge in the first place. Explaining the
 reasons for this suspicion is my project in the section that follows.

 IV

 Reference, Ontology and Commonsense Psychology. Let's consider
 what follows if things go smoothly for the eliminativist. Suppose
 we can show that commonsense psychology is committed to a
 significant number of claims about beliefs, desires and other
 intentional states, and that a substantial subset of these claims
 are false. Given this much, it is safe to conclude that
 commonsense psychology is bad psychology, and that a correct
 account of the psychological processes underlying human
 behavior will differ substantially from the account enshrined in
 common sense. But this conclusion, by itself, does not entail the
 correctness of eliminativism. For eliminativism, at least as I have
 been interpreting it, is an ontological thesis; it claims that
 intentional states like beliefs and desires do not exist. So some

 further argument is needed. What we need is an argument that
 starts with the premise that

 (i) commonsense psychology makes many false claims
 about beliefs and desires

 and ends up with the conclusion that

 (ii) there are no such things as beliefs and desires.

 How might such an argument go?
 Though they are rarely explicit on the matter, those with
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 eliminativist sympathies often write as though they accepted
 some version of the description theory of reference. And on a
 relatively naive reading of that theory, the argument from (i) to
 (ii) goes through quite easily. According to naive versions of the
 description theory, a predicate used in a theory denotes the
 objects that satisfy all (or almost all) of the descriptions that the
 theory offers of objects in the extension of the predicate. If there
 is nothing that satisfies almost all of these descriptions then the
 extension of the predicate is empty-the predicate denotes
 nothing. So if much of what commonsense psychology says
 about beliefs is false, it follows that there are no such things as
 beliefs-or, as Clark might prefer to put it, it follows that no one
 is a true believer.

 But for two quite different reasons, the description theory of
 reference is a dubious doctrine for eliminativists to adopt. One
 danger is that naive versions of the description theory tend to
 trivialize eliminativism. If the fact that commonsense psychology
 has made a few mistakes in what it says about intentional states
 is sufficient to show that those states do not exist, then of course
 eliminativism is correct. But who cares? No one ever thought
 that commonsense psychology would turn out to be right about
 everything. Indeed, if we grant that minor mistakes are enough
 to undermine the ontology of a theory, we end up with a quite
 mad view-a sort ofpan-eliminativism. For surely it is very likely
 that every theory we now accept will contain at least a few false
 claims. If' that's enough to show that the entities posited by
 current theories don't exist then it is very likely that nothing we
 now believe in exists!

 A second concern about the description theory of reference is
 that even much more sophisticated versions of the theory are
 widely thought to be mistaken. And if they are, then the
 eliminativist will have to find some other way to wring
 ontological conclusions from the fact that commonsense psy-
 chology makes many false claims about the mechanisms and
 processes underlying behavior. One philosopher who has seen
 this point very clearly is William Lycan. Here's how Lycan
 views the matter:

 I incline away from Lewis's Carnapian and/or Rylean
 cluster theory of the reference of theoretical terms, and
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 toward Putnam's causal-historical theory. As in Putnam's
 examples of 'water,' 'tiger,' and so on, I think the ordinary
 word 'belief (qua theoretical term of folk psychology)
 points dimly toward a natural kind that we have not fully
 grasped and that only mature psychology will reveal. I
 expect that 'belief' will turn out to refer to some kind of
 information-bearing inner state of a sentient being,.., but
 the kind of state it refers to may have only a few of the
 properties usually attributed to beliefs by common sense.'0

 As Lycan emphasizes, it is a consequence of this view that our
 commonsense theories may end up having been very wrong
 about the nature of beliefs and other representational mental
 states:

 I am entirely willing to give up fairly large chunks of our
 commonsensical or platitudinous theory of belief or of
 desire (or of almost anything else) and decide that we were
 just wrong about a lot of things, without drawing the
 inference that we are no longer talking about belief or
 desire."

 This is the second time I've found myself quoting these
 passages from Lycan. The first time was in a footnote in the
 paper written with Ramsey and Garon. What we said there was
 that Lycan's account of reference has much the same defect as
 naive versions of the description theory-though in the opposite
 direction. For on Lycan's view it is hard to see how anything
 could show that the posits of commonsense psychology don't
 exist. Indeed, on Lycan's view, it is far from clear why we should
 not say that phlogiston really does exist. It's the stuff we now call
 'oxygen,' and earlier theorists were 'just wrong about a lot of
 things'. Ramsey, Garon and I went on to suggest that the right
 account of reference must be somewhere in between: less

 demanding than the naive description theory and more
 demanding than the causal-historical account that Lycan
 favors.

 But I now think that this response to Lycan was a mistake. On
 my current view, there is no correct theory of reference for cases

 o Lycan (1988), p. 32.
 "Ibid., pp. 31-32.
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 like those we are considering. When a scientific or commonsense
 theory turns out to be seriously mistaken in what it says about
 the entities it posits, there will generally be no determinate
 answer to the question: Do the terms of the theory denote?
 To see why, let's consider what a theory of reference is

 supposed to do. Or, to put the question in a slightly different
 way, what counts as getting a theory of reference right? In the
 extensive literature debating the virtues of competing theories of
 reference, the dominant mode of argument gives pride of place
 to people's intuitions about reference. Here's an illustration of
 how these arguments work:

 The description theory entails that if there really was a
 person in biblical times who survived for three days in the
 belly of a great fish, then 'Jonah' denotes this person, even
 if the biblical story of Jonah can be traced to the less
 exciting exploits of some other person, about whom people
 told increasingly tall tales. The causal-historical theory, by
 contrast, entails that in this case 'Jonah' denotes the fellow
 about whom tall tales were told. Our intuitions tell us that

 the latter account is the correct one. And this, it is argued,
 is a point in favor of the causal-historical theory and
 against the description theory.

 But why should our intuitions be important here? The most
 plausible answer is that those intuitions are guided by a largely
 tacit theory of reference-in much the same way that our
 grammatical intuitions are thought to be guided by a largely
 tacit grammatical theory, and our physical intuitions are
 thought to be guided by a largely tacit physical theory. When
 theorists put forward various explicit theories of reference, this
 answer continues, their goal is to capture the tacit theory that
 underlies ourjudgements. So the right theory of reference is the
 one that correctly describes our tacit theory. Or perhaps the
 goal is a bit weaker. Perhaps, rather than making the tacit
 theory explicit, a philosophical theory of reference need only
 give an explicit account of the extension of the theory's central
 predicate: ' refers to '.

 On the view I've just sketched, a philosophical theory of
 reference is actually a bit of descriptive psychology. It presupposes
 that there is a reasonably stable and reasonably autonomous
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 tacit theory guiding our judgements about reference. And it
 tries to give an explicit account of that theory. Part of the reason
 for my new found skepticism about whether questions of the
 form:

 (iii) Does ' ' refer to _
 and

 (iv) Does ' ' refer to anything at all?

 have a determinate answer can be traced to skepticism about the
 presuppositions I've just recounted. But that's a long story, and
 leads to a general skepticism about reference. It's not a line of
 argument I propose to develop here. Yet even if we grant that
 there is a stable and autonomous tacit theory underlying our
 intuitions about reference, there is no reason to suppose a priori
 that the theory entails a determinate answer to questions like
 (iii) and (iv) in every imaginable case. Indeed, there is every
 reason to suppose that commonsense semantic theories, like
 commonsense theories in other domains, will leave lots of
 questions indeterminate, particularly when those questions
 focus on cases far removed from the workaday situations in
 which commonsense theories earn their keep. Where nature
 doesn't itch, folk theory often doesn't scratch. Quite apart from
 these general considerations about folk theories, there is, it seems
 to me, a fair amount of more direct evidence suggesting that our
 commonsense theory of reference falls silent in cases where the
 term in question is embedded in a seriously false theory. Here is
 a recipe for generating the relevant data. Start with a theory
 that you take to be largely correct, and focus on some theoretical
 term central to that theory. Now imagine that the theory is
 found to be much worse than you supposed. One tenet after
 another must be rejected and replaced by a very different, and
 incompatible, tenet. At each step, ask whether the term, as it
 was embedded in the old theory, can plausibly be said to refer to
 anything. It is my experience that most people who play this
 game report that when the theory is imagined to be seriously
 mistaken, they often no longer have any clear intuitions about
 the reference of the term. This is just what we would expect if the
 commonsense theory underlying ourjudgements about reference
 is indeterminate about these cases.
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 Let me summarize the argument of the last few paragraphs. It
 is my contention that a 'philosophical' theory of reference is in
 fact a bit of psychology. It's aim is to make explicit the tacit
 theory of reference that is presumed to underlie our intuitions
 about questions like (iii) and (iv). I also maintain that there is
 good reason to suppose our tacit theory of reference says little or
 nothing about questions like (iii) and (iv) when the term in
 question is a theoretical term in a largely discredited theory.
 This is, of course, an empirical thesis. A really persuasive defense
 of the thesis would require more space than I have available,
 and (to be honest) it would also require more data than I have
 available. But suppose I am right. What follows? A first
 consequence is that if the eliminativists' view about the
 shortcomings of commonsense psychology is correct, then
 questions like

 (v) Does ' believes that p' refer to anything at all?

 will have no answer. But, of course, the central thesis of
 eliminativism is that the answer to questions like (v) is no. So the
 upshot of all this is that if the eliminativist is right about the
 shortcomings of commonsense psychology, then the central
 thesis of eliminativism has no determinate truth conditions.

 V

 Eliminativism and the Idiosyncrasy of Reference. The argument of the
 previous section turned on an empirical claim about our
 intuitive theory of reference. That theory, I maintained, will
 often have nothing at all to say about the reference of terms
 embedded in a seriously mistaken theory. In this final section, I
 propose to put those concerns to one side. My goal here is to
 explore the consequences of another claim about our intuitive
 theory of reference. The claim is that the word-world mapping
 effected by that theory is a highly idiosyncratic one. And the
 consequence I want to draw from this fact is that, even if the
 eliminativist can establish that the predicates of commonsense
 psychology denote nothing, this thesis is profoundly uninteresting.

 Let me start by decoding some jargon. A theory of reference, I
 take it, is a theory about how words hook up with things in the
 world. The expression 'Queen Elizabeth I' refers to a particular
 woman, who died centuries ago; the expression 'Queen
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 Elizabeth II' refers to a quite different woman, one who is still
 very much alive. Part of the job of a theory of reference is to
 specify the relation between words and things, in virtue of which
 the first expression picks out one woman, and the second
 expression another. Similarly, the predicate ' is a sheep'
 picks out a class of animals. It's extension includes all sheep,
 past, present and future, and nothing else. The predicate '
 is a goat' picks out a distinct class of animals. And it is thejob of a
 theory of reference to specify the relation between predicates
 and the things in their extension. It is in this sense that our
 intuitive theory of reference determines a 'word-world mapping'.
 Now what about the alleged idiosyncrasy of that mapping?

 On this topic, there is a long story to tell; I have tried to provide
 the details elsewhere."2 Here there will only be time for a very
 brief synopsis. Let me start with a prejudice. There are lots of
 philosophical theories of reference on the market these days. On
 my view, the best of them are those that follow Putnam, Kripke,
 and Field and tell what Lycan calls a 'causal-historical' story.
 The basic idea of these theories is that words get linked to things
 in the world via causal-historical chains. The first step in such a
 chain is a 'grounding' or a 'reference fixing'-an event or
 process in which a term is introduced into a language to
 designate an object or a class of objects. Following this there is a
 series (often a very long series) of reference preserving trans-
 missions, in which the term is passed from one user to another,
 preserving the reference that was fixed when the term was
 introduced. Of course not just any way of introducing a term
 into a language will count as grounding the term on a particular
 object or class of objects, and not just any way of passing a term
 from one user to another will count as a reference preserving
 transmission. How are we to tell the legitimate groundings and
 transmissions from the others? Well, if as I have claimed, the
 goal in an explicit, philosophical theory of reference is to capture
 the tacit commonsense theory that underlies our intuitions, then
 the legitimate groundings and transmissions will be those that
 are sanctioned by intuition. But when one looks carefully at the
 class of groundings and the class of transmissions that pass this
 test, it appears that in each category the allowable events are a

 2 Stich (1990), Sections 5.4-5.6.
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 mixed bag having at best a loosely knit fabric of family
 resemblances to tie them together. The causal chain linking my
 use of the name 'Rebecca' with my daughter is notably different
 from the one linking my use of 'water' with water. And both of
 these are notably different from the chain linking my use of
 'quark' with quarks. What ties all these causal chains together is
 not any substantive property that they share. Rather, what ties
 them together is simply the fact that commonsense intuition
 counts them all as reference fixing chains.
 But if it is indeed the case that common sense groups together

 a heterogeneous cluster of causal chains, then obviously there
 are going to be lots of equally heterogeneous variations on the
 commonsense theme. These alternatives will depart from the
 cluster favored by common sense, some in minor ways and some
 in major ways. They will link some words, or many, to objects or
 extensions different from those assigned by commonsense
 intuition. In so doing, they will characterize alternative word-
 world links, which we might call REFERENCE*, REFER-
 ENCE**, REFERENCE***, and so on. And the only obvious
 complaint against these alternative schemes for nailing words
 onto the world is that they do not happen to be the schemes
 sanctioned by our commonsense intuition. Thus the word-world
 mapping that will be captured by the correct theory of reference
 will be a highly idiosyncratic one. It will be one member of a
 large family of word-world mappings, which stands out from the
 rest only because it happens to be favored by intuition.

 What does all of this have to do with eliminativism? The

 answer I would urge goes as follows. The central claim of
 eliminativism is that beliefs (or believers) do not exist. According
 to eliminativists, predicates like '_ believes that p' refer to
 nothing. Well, suppose that are right. How interesting a result
 would this be. Would it be anything to worry about? To think
 that it would, we must suppose that there is something
 interesting or important about reference-the intuitively sanctioned
 word-world mapping. For surely there are going to be lots of
 alternative word-world mappings on which predicates like
 _ believes that p' are mapped to various people. So, even if
 ' believes that p' refers to nothing, it may well REFER*
 (and REFER**, and REFER***) to lots of people. If the
 difference between reference and REFERENCE* is simply that
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 one of these idiosyncratic mappings happens to have gotten itself
 embedded in our folk semantics, while the other has not, then I
 fail to see why we should care whether or not the extension of

 believes that p' is empty.
 The project of producing good scientific theories about the

 processes and mechanisms subserving human behavior strikes
 me as an important and fascinating one. And since we all use
 commonsense psychology, it is obviously of some interest to note
 how much of that folk theory is disputed by a more precise and
 carefully confirmed scientific psychology. But ifI am right about
 the idiosyncrasy of reference, then to go on to ask whether the
 terms of commonsense psychology really refer is at best a quixotic
 enterprise.
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